
Showmanship

1. Trot from A to and around B and to judge
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Age Divisions

Be ready at A

Follow the instructions of your ring steward

Show: September 2 Remember
Date: Sep 24, 2022

7. Novice Youth
5. Novice Amateur
8. Youth 13 & Under

2. Stop and setup for inspection
3. When dismissed, perform a 270° turn
4. Back approximately 2 horse lengths
5. Turn 90°
6. Exit at a walk

Pattern design by horseshowpatterns.com

J

A

B

Trot from A to and around B and to judge
Trot

When dismissed, perform a 270° turn
270°

Back approximately 2 horse lengths
Back

Turn 90°
90°

Exit at a walk
Walk



Reining

1. Beginning on the right lead complete two circles to the right, the first small and slow, the second large and fast. Change leads at the center of the arena.
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Age Divisions

Trot to center of arena. Stop. Start pattern facing judge.

Show: September 2 Remember
Date: Sep 24, 2022

99. Novice Youth Ranch
103. Open Ranch
100. Youth Ranch
102. Amateur Ranch
101. Novice Amateur Ranch

2. Complete two circles to the left, the first small and slow, the second large and fast. Change leads at the center of the arena.
3. Begin a large circle to the right but do not close it. Run down the center of the arena past the end marker and do a right roll back, no hesitation.
4. Run up the middle to the other end of the arena past the end marker and do a left roll back, no hesitation.
5. Run past the center marker. Stop, back 10 feet
6. Complete 1 spin right, then one spin left. Hesitate to complete pattern

Start

Finish

Beginning on the right lead complete two circles to the right, the first small and slow, the second large and fast. Change leads at the center of the arena.
oO-R

Complete two circles to the left, the first small and slow, the second large and fast. Change leads at the center of the arena.
oO-L

Begin a large circle to the right but do not close it. Run down the center of the arena past the end marker and do a right roll back, no hesitation.
RRB

Run up the middle to the other end of the arena past the end marker and do a left roll back, no hesitation.
LRB

Run past the center marker. Stop, back 10 feet
S&B

Complete 1 spin right, then one spin left. Hesitate to complete pattern
SR/SL



Reining

1. Beginning on the right lead, complete three circles to the right: the first circle small and slow; the next two circles large and fast. Change leads at the center of the arena.
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Age Divisions

Rider may drop bridle to the designated judge.

Show: September 2 Remember
Date: Sep 24, 2022

86. Amateur
85. Youth
87. Open

2. Complete three circles to the left: the first circle small and slow; the next two circles large and fast. Change leads at the center of the arena.
3. Continue around previous circle to the right. At the top of the circle, run down the middle to the far end of the arena past the end marker and do a right rollback - no hesitation.
4. Run up the middle to the opposite end of the arena past the end marker and do a left rollback - no hesitation.
5. Run past the center marker and do a sliding stop. Back up to the center of the arena or at least 10 feet (3 meters). Hesitate.
6. Complete four spins to the right.
7. Complete four spins to the left. Hesitate to demonstrate the completion of the pattern.

StartFinish

Beginning on the right lead, complete three circles to the right: the first circle small and slow; the next two circles large and fast. Change leads at the center of the arena.
oOO-R

Complete three circles to the left: the first circle small and slow; the next two circles large and fast. Change leads at the center of the arena.
oOO-L

 Continue around previous circle to the right. At the top of the circle, run down the middle to the far end of the arena past the end marker and do a right rollback - no hesitation.
RRB

Run up the middle to the opposite end of the arena past the end marker and do a left rollback - no hesitation.
LRB

Run past the center marker and do a sliding stop. Back up to the center of the arena or at least 10 feet (3 meters). Hesitate.
S&B

Complete four spins to the right.
4SR

Complete four spins to the left. Hesitate to demonstrate the completion of the pattern.
4SL



Western Riding

1. Walk, transition to jog, jog over log
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Age Division

Show: September 2 Remember
Date: Sep 24, 2022

82. Green

2. Transition to the right lead and lope around end
3. First line change
4. Second line change, lope around end of arena
5. First crossing change
6. Second crossing change
7. Third crossing change
8. Lope over log
9. Lope, stop & back

Start

Finish

Walk, transition to jog, jog over log
W/J/Log

Transition to the right lead and lope around end
RL

First line change
Line1

Second line change, lope around end of arena
Line2

First crossing change
Cross1

Second crossing change
Cross2

Third crossing change
Cross3

Lope over log
L/Log

Lope, stop & back
S&B



Trail

1. Gate LH open, walk over pole, and close gate
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Age Divisions

Show: September 2 Remember
Date: Sep 24, 2022

128. Yearling In Hand
127. Amateur Yearling In Hand

2. Jog thru serpentine, jog over poles
3. Jog into chute. Back thru poles
4. Jog out, jog over poles
5. Walk over poles
6. Break to jog, then walk over poles
7. Break to jog. Jog over poles
8. Stop or break to walk, walk into box, execute a 360° turn either way and walk out of box

Pattern design by NULL

Gate LH open, walk over pole, and close gate
LHGate

Jog thru serpentine, jog over poles
Jog

Jog into chute.
Jog

 Back thru poles
Back

Jog out, jog over poles
Jog

Walk over poles
Walk

Break to jog,
Jog

 then walk over poles
LL

Break to jog. Jog over poles
Jog

Stop or break to walk, walk into box,
Walk

 execute a 360° turn either way
360°

 and walk out of box
360



Ranch Riding

1. Walk
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Age Divisions

Be ready at A

Exit at a walk

Show: September 2 Remember
Date: Sep 24, 2022

93. Open
91. Novice Amateur
92. Amateur
90. Youth
89. Novice Youth

2. Trot serpentine
3. Lope left lead around the end of the arena and then diagonally across the arena
4. Change leads (simple or flying) and
5. Lope on the right lead around end of the arena
6. Extend lope on the straight away and around corner to the center of the arena
7. Extend trot around corner of the arena
8. Collect to a trot
9. Trot over poles
10. Stop, do 360° turn each direction (either direction first)Walk,
11. Stop and back

Walk
walk

Trot serpentine
trot

Lope left lead around the end of the arena and then diagonally across the arena
LL

Change leads (simple or flying) and
change

Lope on the right lead around end of the arena
RL

Extend lope on the straight away and around corner to the center of the arena
ext lope

Extend trot around corner of the arena
ext trot

Collect to a trot
trot

Trot over poles
trot log

Stop, do 360° turn each direction (either direction first)
360°

Walk,
walk

Stop and back
S&B



English Equitation

1. Posting trot on the left diagonal to B
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Age Divisions

Be ready at A

Follow the instructions of your ring steward

Show: September 2 Remember
Date: Sep 24, 2022

73. Amateur Walk Trot
74. Walk Trot 5-10
75. Walk Trot 11-18

2. Stop at B and execute a 90° turn on the haunches to the right
3. Posting trot on the right daigonal to C
4. At C, drop to a walk and walk halfway to D
5. Sitting trot to D
6. Stop at D and back approximately one horse length
7. Walk forward to and past D

A

B
C

D

Posting trot on the left diagonal to B
LD

Stop at B and execute a 90° turn on the haunches to the right
90°R

Posting trot on the right daigonal to C
RD

At C, drop to a walk and walk halfway to D
Walk

Sitting trot to D
SitTrot

Stop at D and back approximately one horse length
S&B

Walk forward to and past D
S&B



Trail

1. Walk to and over bridge
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Age Divisions

Show: September 2 Remember
Date: Sep 24, 2022

131. Youth Ranch
133. Novice Amateur Ranch
129. Novice Youth Ranch

2. Trot over poles
3. Lope right lead to and over poles
4. Lope in to chute, back around object
5. Trot to sidepass, stop, sidepass left into box
6. Turn 360° either direction
7. Walk to and work right hand gate

Pattern design by NULL

Walk to and over bridge
Bridge

Trot over poles
Trot

Lope right lead to and over poles
RL

Lope in to chute, back around object
Chute

Trot to sidepass, stop, sidepass left into box
SP

Turn 360° either direction
360°

Walk to and work right hand gate
Gate



Trail

1. Walk to rope, drag in circle (walk or trot), hang up rope
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Age Divisions

Show: September 2 Remember
Date: Sep 24, 2022

137. Open Ranch
135. Amateur Ranch

2. Walk to and over bridge
3. Trot over poles
4. Lope right lead to and over poles
5. Lope in to chute, back around object
6. Trot to sidepass, stop, sidepass left into box
7. Turn 360° either direction
8. Walk to and work right hand gate
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Walk to rope, drag in circle (walk or trot), hang up rope
Rope

Walk to and over bridge
Bridge

Trot over poles
Trot

Lope right lead to and over poles
RL

Lope in to chute, back around object
Chute

Trot to sidepass, stop, sidepass left into box
SP

Turn 360° either direction
360°

Walk to and work right hand gate
Gate



Trail

1. Walk into box, 360° turn either way and walk out of box
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Age Divisions

Show: September 2 Remember
Date: Sep 24, 2022

119. Junior Horse
116. Green
113. All Breed
122. Youth 13 & Under
121. Novice Youth
117. Novice Amateur

2. Jog over poles
3. Lope left lead over poles and break to jog
4. Lope right lead over poles
5. Jog into chute and back thru poles
6. Jog out over poles and through serpentine
7. Gate RH open, walk over pole, and close gate
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Walk into box
Walk 

, 360° turn either way
360°

 and walk out of box
Walk

Jog over poles
Jog

Lope left lead over poles and
LL

 break to jog
Jog

Lope right lead over poles
RL

Jog into chute
Jog

 and back thru poles
Back

Jog out over poles and through serpentine
Jog

Gate RH open, walk over pole, and close gate
RHgate



Horsemanship

1. Jog from A past B
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Age Divisions

Be ready at A

Show: September 2 Remember
Date: Sep 24, 2022

149. Walk Trot 5-10
150. Walk Trot 11-18
148. Amateur Walk Trot

2. Turn 270° left
3. Extended jog to C
4. Walk around C halfway to D
5. Stop and back one horse length

A

B C

D

Jog from A past B
EJog

Turn 270° left
270°

Extended jog to C
RL

Walk around C halfway to D
Walk

Stop and back one horse length
S&B



Showmanship

1. Walk to B
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Age Divisions

Be ready at A

Show: September 2 Remember
Date: Sep 24, 2022

1. All Breed
3. Walk Trot 11-18
2. Walk Trot 5-10

2. Trot around B and to judge
3. Stop and set up for inspection
4. When dismissed, back one horse length
5. Turn 270° and walk straight off

J

A

B

Walk to B
Walk

Trot around B and to judge
Trot

When dismissed, back one horse length
Back

Turn 270° and
270°

 walk straight off
Walk



Showmanship

1. Trot from A to and around B and to judge

Generated from Equiscribe for iOS
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Age Divisions

Be ready at A

Follow the instructions of your ring steward

Show: September 2 Remember
Date: Sep 24, 2022

9. Youth 18 & Under
6. Amateur

2. Stop and setup for inspection
3. When dismissed, perform a 270° turn
4. Back approximately 2 horse lengths
5. Turn 450°
6. Exit at a walk

Pattern design by NULL

J

A

B

Trot from A to and around B and to judge
Trot

When dismissed, perform a 270° turn
270°

Back approximately 2 horse lengths
Back

Turn 450°
450°

Exit at a walk
Walk



Trail

1. Gate LH open, walk over pole, and close gate
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Age Divisions

Show: September 2 Remember
Date: Sep 24, 2022

114. SPB
123. Youth 18 & Under
120. Senior Horse
118. Amateur
115. Amateur SPB

2. Jog thru serpentine, jog over poles
3. Jog into chute. Back thru poles
4. Jog out, jog over poles
5. Lope right lead over poles
6. Break to jog, then lope left lead over poles
7. Break to jog. Jog over poles
8. Stop or break to walk, walk into box, execute a 360° turn either way and walk out of box
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Gate LH open, walk over pole, and close gate
LHGate

Jog thru serpentine, jog over poles
Jog

Jog into chute.
Jog

 Back thru poles
Back

Jog out, jog over poles
Jog

Lope right lead over poles
RL

Break to jog,
Jog

 then lope left lead over poles
LL

Break to jog. Jog over poles
Jog

Stop or break to walk, walk into box,
Walk

 execute a 360° turn either way
360°

 and walk out of box
360



Trail

1. Walk into box, 360° turn either way and walk out of box
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Age Divisions

Show: September 2 Remember
Date: Sep 24, 2022

125. Amateur Walk-Trot
124. Walk-Trot 5-10
126. Walk-Trot 11-18

2. Jog over poles
3. Jog over poles andContinue jogging over poles
4. Jog into chute and back thru poles
5. Jog out over poles and through serpentine
6. Gate RH open, walk over pole, and close gate
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Walk into box,
Walk 

 360° turn either way
360°

 and walk out of box
Walk

Jog over poles
Jog

Jog over poles and
Jog

Continue jogging over poles
Jog

Jog into chute
Jog

 and back thru poles
Back

Jog out over poles and through serpentine
Jog

Gate RH open, walk over pole, and close gate
RHgate



Horsemanship

1. Extended jog from A past B
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Age Divisions

Be ready at A

Show: September 2 Remember
Date: Sep 24, 2022

147. Youth 18 & Under
144. Amateur

2. Turn 270° left
3. Lope left lead halfway to C
4. Change leads and lope a small, slow circle right
5. Lope past C
6. Stop and turn 450° right
7. Jog to D
8. Stop and back one horse length
9. Walk to exit
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A

B C

D

Extended jog from A past B
EJog

Turn 270° left
270°

Lope left lead halfway to C
LL

Change leads
LL>RL

 and lope a small, slow circle right
RL

Lope past C
RL

Stop and turn 450° right
450°

Jog to D
Jog

Stop and back one horse length
S&B

Walk to exit
Walk



Showmanship

1. Walk from A to and around B and to judge
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Age Division

Be ready at A

Follow the instructions of your ring steward

Show: September 2 Remember
Date: Sep 24, 2022

4. Amateur Walk Trot

2. Stop and setup for inspection
3. When dismissed, perform a 270° turn
4. Back approximately 2 horse lengths
5. Turn 450°
6. Exit at a walk

Pattern design by NULL

J

A

B

Walk from A to and around B and to judge
Walk

When dismissed, perform a 270° turn
270°

Back approximately 2 horse lengths
Back

Turn 450°
450°

Exit at a walk
Walk



Horsemanship

1. Extended jog from A past B
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Age Divisions

Be ready at A

Show: September 2 Remember
Date: Sep 24, 2022

146. Youth 13 & Under
142. All Breed
143. Novice Amateur
145. Novice Youth

2. Turn 270° left
3. Lope right lead halfway to C
4. Lope a small, slow circle right
5. Lope past C
6. Jog to D
7. Stop and back one horse length

A

B C

D

Extended jog from A past B
EJog

Turn 270° left
270°

Lope right lead halfway to C
RL

Lope a small, slow circle right
RL

Lope past C
RL

Jog to D
Jog

Stop and back one horse length
S&B



Western Riding

1. Walk, transition to jog, jog over log
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Age Divisions

Show: September 2 Remember
Date: Sep 24, 2022

83. Amateur
81. Youth
84. Open

2. Transition to the lope, lope around end
3. First line change
4. Second line change
5. Third line change
6. Fourth line change
7. First crossing change
8. Second crossing change
9. Third crossing change
10. Lope over log
11. Lope, stop & back

Start

Finish

Walk, transition to jog, jog over log
W/J/Log

Transition to the lope, lope around end
Lope

First line change
Line1

Second line change
Line2

Third line change
Line3

Fourth line change
Line4

First crossing change
Cross1

Second crossing change
Cross2

Third crossing change
Cross3

Lope over log
L/Log

Lope, stop & back
S&B



English Equitation

1. Walk to A
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Age Divisions

Begin before A

Exit at a sitting trot

Show: September 2 Remember
Date: Sep 24, 2022

78. Amateur
80. Youth 18 & Under

2. Canter left lead to B
3. Posting trot from B to C
4. Canter right lead from C to B
5. Posting trot from B to D
6. Stop and turn 180º to the right on the forehand
7. Back one horse length and sitting trot to exit
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A

BC

D

Walk to A
Walk

Canter left lead to B
LL

Posting trot from B to C
LD

Canter right lead from C to B
RL

Posting trot from B to D
LD

Stop and turn 180º to the right on the forehand
180º

Back one horse length and sitting trot to exit
Back



English Equitation

1. Canter on the left lead to B
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Age Divisions

Be ready at A

Follow the instructions of your ring steward

Show: September 2 Remember
Date: Sep 24, 2022

72. All Breed
76. Novice Youth
77. Novice Amateur
79. Youth 13 & Under

2. Stop at B and execute a 270° turn on the haunches to the left
3. Posting trot on the right daigonal to C
4. Canter on the right lead in a circle around C
5. Continue on the right lead halfway to D
6. Posting trot on the left diagonal to D
7. Stop at D and back approximately one horse length
8. Walk forward to and past D

A

B
C

D

Canter on the left lead to B
LL

Stop at B and execute a 270° turn on the haunches to the left
270°L

Posting trot on the right daigonal to C
RD

Canter on the right lead in a circle around C
RL

Continue on the right lead halfway to D
RL

Posting trot on the left diagonal to D
LD

Stop at D and back approximately one horse length
S&B

Walk forward to and past D
Walk



Ranch Pleasure

1. Walk
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Show: September 2 Remember
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132. Youth
138. Open
136. Amateur
130. Novice Youth
134. Novice Amateur

2. Lope
3. Extended trot
4. Trot
5. Stop; Reverse
6. Trot
7. Lope
8. Extended lope
9. Extended walk
10. Stop and back

All distances are
approximated and are
only recommendations

Pattern may be set
clockwise or

counterclockwise

Walk
Walk

Lope
Lope

Extended trot
ExtTrot

Trot
Trot

Stop; Reverse
S&Rev

Trot
Trot

Lope
Lope

Extended lope
ExtLope

Extended walk
ExtWalk

Stop and back
S&B


